A biophysical model is used to compare the possible impacts of two different modes of cell orientation: taxis directed and metabolismintluenced. The included submodels provide wind-induced turbulent mixing in the Ekman layer based on wind forcing that randomly varies from day to day; a diurnal light cycle of sea-surface photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) that is influenced by random cloud cover and that attenuates exponentially with depth; cell-specific respiration and photosynthesis, with the latter incorporating high PAR photoinhibition, diel variability, and sun-shade acclimation that varies from day-to-day; and cell motility with swimming speed that depends on gravity, temperature, and light intensity and with the two different orientation options. Taxis-directed orientation is based on positive phototaxis during daylight and positive geotaxis at night. Metabolism-influenced orientation uses a depth threshold to stop descent, sunrise or a cumulative respiration threshold approached at a rate based on the previous day's PAR exposure to start ascent, a surface response or a photoinhibition threshold to stop ascent, and sunset or a cumulative photosynthesis threshold to start descent. The thresholds act as proxies for various cellular processes including nutrient uptake or metabolic synthesis that may be involved in orientation preference. Under the modeled conditions, cells using metabolism-influenced regulation of swimming behavior exhibit more uniformly high cumulative primary production than those that do not.
The ability to incorporate realistic phytoplankton biology into representative Lagrangian physical models of the upper ocean continues to evolve (Denman and Gargett 1995) . Woods and Onken (1982) stimulated recent efforts by renewing interest in Lagrangian models and by considering more realistic representations of physical dynamics in the upper ocean. Subsequent models that explored more realistic biology were provided by Lande and Lewis (1989) who examined phytoplankton photosynthesis and photoadaptation as formulated by Falkowski and Wirick (1981) and by Yamazaki and Kamykowski (1991) who considered phytoplankton motility based on differential buoyancy (Kamykowski et al. 1992) or swimming capability (Kamykowski et al. 1988) . Kamykowski et al. (1994) considered the timedependent photosynthesis (Denman and Marra 1986 ; Janowitz and Kamykowski 1991) of slowly sinking phytoplankton cells in a turbulent ocean to examine variability in 'the photosynthetic potential of cells that occur at the same depth. Franks and Mart-a (1995) applied an alternate time-dependent photosynthesis formulation in the turbulence model described by Yamazaki and Kamykowski (1991) also to study how turbulence influences (increase, no effect, or decrease) depth-integrated photosynthesis. The present paper examines how a more detailed, time-dependent photosynthetic re-sponse is affected by and, conversely, may affect the complex trajectories followed by marine dinoflagellate cells in a turbulent upper ocean influenced by variable incident radiation and wind forcing at the sea surface.
The models of time-dependent photosynthesis mentioned previously focused on brief time-scale (few hours) responses related to photoinhibition.
However, phytoplankton are known to respond to environmental forcing on a variety of time scales (Harris 1980; Marra 1980; Cullen and Lewis 1988) . Prezelin (1992) discussed diel periodicity (several hours) and Savidge (1988) examined sun-shade photoacclimation (few days). Our paper incorporates all three time scales (few hours, several hours, few days) into a more complex time-dependent photoresponse model.
Previous models of marine dinoflagellate behavior in diel vertical migrations often represented swimming speed reasonably well (Kamykowski et al. 1988 ), but, in most circumstances, ascent resulted from simple positive phototaxis during the day, and descent from simple positive geotaxis at night (Yamazaki and Kamykowski 1991) . This taxis-dependent orientation simulated a circadian rhythm set by the daylight cycle. Although field observations often followed this simple strategy, the complex responses displayed by the freshwater dinoflagellate, Ceratium hirudinella, in response to varying environmental conditions (Heaney 1976; Harris et al. 1979; Heaney and Talling 1980; Heaney and Furnass 1980) provided the best example of alternate patterns of dinoflagellate behavior in nature. Kamykowski (198 1) examined alternate patterns of marine dinoflagellate migration based on less complete field observations (Sournia 1974; Kiefer and Lasker 1975) that were expressed as circadian rhythms out-of-phase with the daylight cycle. A few laboratory studies (Eppley et al. 1968; Heaney 
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and Eppley 1981 ; Cullen and Horrigan 198 1) also reported Fig. 1 . A flow chart depicting how ascent and descent are influenced by gravity, nutrients, and light in the metabolism-influenced case. At sunset, a cell at the surface positively responds to gravity (1) in the absence light (2). The cell descends until increased nutrient concentrations are encountered (3), a cumultative daily respiration threshold is exceeded (4), or sunrise occurs (2). Ascent continues until the surface is reached or an inhibiting threshold is temporarily exceeded (5). The cell remains near the surface until a daily cumulative photosynthesis threshold is exceeded (6) or sunset occurs (I). Inhibition (INH, 7), diel (S), and sun-shade acclimation (SUN-SHD, 9) are influenced by the light encountered by the cell. They in turn influence the instantaneous rates of photosynthesis and respiration as depicted and thus how fast the respective thresholds (4, 6) are reached. modified migration patterns directly related to nutrition. Kamykowski (1995) suggested that studies on gyrotaxis (Kessler 1986 ) and cell metabolism (Cullen 1985; Cullen et al. 1985) inspired a more dynamic view of orientation, here designated metabolism influenced, in response to each cell's photosynthetic success or respiratory-metabolic requirements based on recent environmental exposure. Our paper explores the ecological significance of taxis-directed vs. metabolism-influenced orientation.
Methods
The biophysical model used here began with the upper ocean, wind-driven turbulence model described by Yamazaki and Kamykowski (1991) , the photoacclimation' model described by Janowitz and Kamykowski (1991) and Kamykowski et al. (1994) , and the swimming-behavior model described by Yamazaki and Kamykowski (1991) . The turbulence model is controversial (Holloway 1994; Yamazaki and Kamykowski 1994) , but better alternative formulations presently are not available (Denman and Gargett 1995) . The model ran in two different modes. In the singleday mode, 25 cells, all starting at the same surface location at time zero, were followed for a night-day period; in the Notation Initial avera,;e percent cloud cover Turbulent displacement rate, pm s I Cumulative photoinhibition at present time step Cumulative 3hotoinhibition at previous time step Instantaneous photoinhibition Avg 3-d PA 3 exposure, mol mm2 d-l PAR after cloud effect, pmol In-? s-' PAR at the clcpth of the cell, pmol m-2 s-l PAR threshold for photoinhibition, pmol m-2 s-' Saturation P,\R qua1 to P,,,/cY, pmol rn. 2 s ' Max noon P.AR, pmol m-2 s-l PAR at lime t,, pmol m-2 s-l Respiration rate, pg-atoms 0, cell ' 0.2h ' Max photosynthetic rate at sunrise, pg-atoms 0, cell-l 0. Kamykowski and Yamazaki TIME (h) X (ORGANISM + -1)(24) Fig. 3 . Plots of the dimensionless ratio of turbulent displacement rate to swimming speed (D: S) where negative is down and positive is up, organism depth, and ESkman layer depth (horizontal line) for 2.5 taxis-directed (A) and 25 metabolism-influenced (B) cell:;, each for a 24-h period. The cells are plotted sequentially along the x-axis by adding 24 times the cell number (between 1 and 25) minus 1 to the actual time (1-24 h) so that each cell occupies a section defined by different multiples of 24 h. The discontinuities at 144 and 480 h are two of the more obvious boundaries between one organism's depth at the end of 24 h and the next organism's depth at time zero.
multiday mode, one cell, starting at the surface at time zero, was followed for IO d. Both modes calculated the cell's position at 0.2-h intervals. A list of the symbols used in the equations is provided.
Several additions to the initial biophysical model that resulted from the combination of the three existing submodels provided a more complex physical environment and a more realistic physiological response, First, stepwise random variation between predetermined limits modulated an initial percent of total sk:y cloud cover. The instantaneous (ti) solarderived photosynthetically active radiation or PAR (I,) resulted from the multiplication of the maximum noon PAR (I,,,) by a sinusoidal function (adjusted by C/I so that sunrise occurred 12 h after the model run began, where t,, is halfdaylength) such that
The cloud-influenced PAR (I,) resulted from 
I(. = Z,(l.O -c).
C represented an initial average cloud cover of 0.3 that randomly varied at each time step by R,/lO, where R, is a random number between 0 and 1. The cloud cover was constrained within a range between 0.1 and OS. As before, incident radiation at the sea surface attenuated exponentially with depth in the water column based on a predetermined
Second, the wind speed during the single-day model runs equaled the average wind speed. However, small day-to-day random variation (R2) altered the daily wind speed (w,,) for multiday model runs to yield deviations from the average wind speed (w,,) by Wd = w, + [CR2 X wJ21.
The water column instantaneously responded to wind-speed changes between days. The wind-driven turbulence continued to yield a random walk for each cell that decreased in magnitude with increasing depth in the Ekman layer. As bcfore, no turbulence existed below the Ekman layer.
Third, three different time scales of photoresponse were included. Figure 1 shows a summary of different influences on photosynthesis and respiration as controlled through switch box B. The bracketed numbers below refer to those in Fig. 1 . Photoinhibition remained as before (Janowitz and Kamykowski 1991) except that the decay constant for the influence of previous PAR exposure in this model decayed at faster rates for high-to-low (1.25 h-l) PAR trends than for low-to-high (0.42 h-l) PAR trends. This arbitrary assignment provided for slower induction/faster recovery, a trend opposite to but of similar magnitude as that suggested by Cullen and Lewis (1988) for their photoinhibition indices, a! and Fd/Chl. A diel variation was added by making the instantaneous maximum photosynthetic rate (P,,,(,) a function of the initial maximum photosynthetic rate (P,,) at sunrise incremented by a sine-based, time-of-day variable (notation as above) that gave the highest value at local noon. P,,,(, = P,,, + %O{sin[(t, + c$)7r/t,J3}.
Sun-shade photoacclimation was added by calculating the value of P,,, and the saturation intensity (I,) on a given day based on the 3-d running average (Savidge 1988) Fourth, although swimming speed (descent = 366 pm s-l in the dark at 20°C; ascent = 282 pm s-l in the dark at 20°C) remained a function of temperature (in the present model, held constant at 2O"C), light intensity, and gravity, orientation was either taxis directed with descent at night and ascent during the day or metabolism influenced. The latter case changed the taxis-directed modeling routine by monitoring a variety of proxies for each cell's internal state at a given stage of its diel vertical migration. Figure 1 shows a summary of different influences on descent and ascent as controlled through switch box A. (The numbers below refer those in Fig. 1 .) Beginning at sunset (1,2), a cell descended for 12 h and then ascended for the following 1 h unless some factor intervened. If a cell reached the proxy for the nutricline (3), a hypothetical increase in available nitrate at 10-m depth, then its descent stopped and it potentially could hold this depth for the remainder of the 12-h period befD,rc it ascended. However, each cell also responded to a randomly modified (RJ respiration rate (M) based on a percentage of the maximum potential photosynthetic rate (P,,) for a day given by A4 =: -(P,J25) + [(P,,, XR,)/50] that served as a hypothetical proxy for metabolic repairs associated with th= previous day's PAR exposure. A slower approach to the predetermined respiration threshold value represented a greilter need for metabolic repair. When the cell's cumulative respiration exceeded the assigned threshold (4), a proxy for tht: full utilization of the photosynthate pools generated during the previous light period, ascent began even if ~12 h had elapsed since sunset. An alternate approach could have used randomly selected respiratory thresholds that w :re approached at a single uniform rate. Either approach provides different, often predawn, ascent times for differsnl. cells which is the purpose of the proxy. Once ascent began, a cell continued to ascend until sunset unless additional factors intervened. If it moved through the water column until it reached the surface, the cell then stopped its ascent and potentially could remain near the surface until sunset when it again descended. However, other factors could cause the descent to begin early. If the cell's cumulative photoinhibition (5), a proxy for exposure to excessive light, exceeded 0.5 on a scale of O-l, the cell descended until the photoinhibition equaled or fell below 0.5. The present cumulative photoinhibition (H,) was calculated by summing the instantaneous inhibition (Hi) at each time step from Hi = 1.0 -exp {-[(q']}. I,, is the PAR at the depth of the organism and I,! is the PAR threshold above which photoinhibition began. Hc,, is the cumulative photoinhibition from the previous time step, t,, is the length of the time step, and I' is the rate at for 25 taxis-dir&ted (A) and 25 metabolismwhich photoinhibition decays from the time of initial exposure. The cell then ascended again until it reached the surface or until photoinhibition again exceeded 0.5. Also, each cell responded to a daily total photosynthesis threshold (6) as a proxy for newly filled photosynthate pools. Each cell's light exposure influenced the time required to reach the predetermined photosynthesis threshold value. When the cell's cumulative photosynthesis exceeded the assigned threshold, descent began even if sunlight was still available. If the cell's cumulative photosynthesis never exceeded the assigned threshold, then descent began at sunset. The single-day and multiday modes both included one run that examined taxis-directed orientation and another run that examined metabolism-influenced orientation. Both runs were the same except for the difference in the orientation mechanism. However, the orientation mechanism influenced the depth occupied by the individual cells and thus the exposure of each cell to all depth-dependent factors like turbulence intensity, PAR, and nutrients. ELAPSED TIME (h) Fig. 8 . Plots of the wind speed (upper bars), dimensionless ratio of turbulent displacement rate to swimming speed, and the organism depth and Ekman layer depth (lower bars) for a taxis-directed (A) and a metabolism-influenced (B) cell, each for a 10-d period. Elapsed hours are plotted along the x-axis with 0 the starting time at sunset of day I and 240 the stopping time at sunset of day 10.
Results
Twenty-five organisms on a single day-The wind speed and, consequently, the Ekman layer depth (20 m) are constant through the day (Fig. 3) in this single-day mode. However, as shown in the upper part OF each panel, the turbulence level that a cell experiences, here monitored as the ratio of turbulent displacement rate to the swimming speed of the cell (D : S), varies as the cell's depth changes. In the taxisdirected case shown in Fig. 3A , where the paths of the 25 individual cells sequentially are displayed along the x-axis with each successive cell occupying a new multiple of 24 h along the x-axis, the cells spread through a broad watercolumn range extending from the surface to -25-m depth. The turbulence that each cell experiences decreases as depth increases; the smoother pattern formed by successive points below the Ekman layer verifies that no turbulence occurs beneath this layer. In the metabolism-influenced case (Fig.  3B) , the cells are spread through a narrower water-column range extending from the surface to --10-m depth. The turbulence that each cell experiences again decreases as depth increases, but no cell descends below the Ekman layer.
The differences in the migration patterns associated with taxis-directed and metabolism-influenced orientation are 1800-1600. shown more clearly in Fig. 4 . Although the wind-induced turbulence causes the cell population to spread in the water column, the general pattern for taxis-directed cells of descent for the first 12 h and ascent for the subsequent 12 h is discernible. The different ascending cells reach the surface at different times of day due to different random walks based on the turbulence encountered. Some cells never reach the surface (Fig. 3A) . Although the wind-induced turbulence also causes the metabolism-influenced cell population to spread in the water column in Fig. 4B as they descend, all of these cells generally remain around 10-m depth as a descent limit (nutricline proxy), and some of the cells begin to ascend before sunrise (respiration threshold exceeded). Metabolism-influenced cells approach the surface in large numbers several hours before the cells that are taxis directed. At midday, metabolism-influenced cells move away from the surface (photoin.?ibition threshold exceeded) but return toward the surface later in the afternoon. Some metabolisminfluenced cells descend before sunset (photosynthesis threshold exceeded).
The depth differences depicted in (Fig. 4) affect the PAR (Fig. 5) experienced by the two populations. Both plots show the same surface PAR, but the metabolism-influenced cells experience a more restricted range of intermediate PAR than the taxis-directed cells. The effect of this PAR difference is shown in the phl3tosynthesis-intensity and inhibition-intensity (range O-l) relationships in (Fig. 6) . The taxis-directed population experiences higher PAR and is inhibited more seriously than the metabolism-influenced population. This greater inhibition in the taxis-directed cells increases the in- ELAPSED TIME (h) Fig. 10 . Plots of PAR saturation coefficient, Zk, against elapsed time as in Fig. 6 for a taxisdirected (A) and a metabolism-influenced (B) cell, each for a 10-d period.
cidence of suboptimal photosynthetic rates at subsaturating (100-500 pmol m-2 s-l) and saturating (500-1,000 pmol m -2 s-l) PAR compared to the metabolism-influenced population. The overall effect of the different PAR exposures is that metabolism-influenced cells, as a population, more uniformly approach the upper limit of cumulative net primary production that is possible under the defined environmental conditions (Fig. 7B : 50-80 pg-atoms 0, cell-' 24h-I) than the taxis-directed cells (Fig. 7A : 20-80 pg-atoms 0, cell -I 24h-').
One organism for IO d-The wind speed changes randomly from day to day in this multiday mode of the biophysical model, so the Ekman depth also varies from day to day (Fig. 8) . In the taxis-directed case shown in Fig.  8A , where the trajectories from successive days sequentially are displayed along the x-axis, the day-to-day cell trajectories repeat identifiable 12-h descents and 12-h ascents with some path distortion within the Ekman layer due to turbulence. After 5 d, this cell is entrained in a behavior that causes it to descend gradually in the water column below the Ekman layer (no turbulence) for the next 5 d. This gradual descent to depth is caused by the cell descending farther in 12 h than it can ascend over the next 12 h. This tendency results from the additive effect of cell sinking to descent but the subtractive effect of cell sinking to ascent that occurs without adequate photokinetic enhancement to ascent under the low PAR levels experienced (Kamykowski et al. 1988 ). In the metabolisminfluenced run (Fig. 8B) , the cell is able to maintain a position above 15-m depth throughout the 10-d period in spite of continuous exposure to turbulence.
The different cell trajectories in the two runs contribute to different PAR exposures (Fig. 9) . As expected from the depth plots, the metabolism-influenced cell experiences higher PAR than the taxis-directed cell. Because a single cell is followed for 10 d in each run, there is adequate time to examine changes in sun-shade acclimation that is a function of a 3-d running average of total PAR. Recall that both cells begin the run in the sun-acclimated state. Using Ik = P,,,la! (where P,,, is the initial maximum photosynthetic rate at sunrise and cy is the initial slope of the P-I relationship) as an index of acclimation state (Fig. lo) , the taxis-directed cell responds to lower PAR by changing to a shade-acclimated state, while the metabolism-influenced cell retains sun acclimation. The low PAR exposure and the sun-to-shade acclimation of the taxis-directed cell contribute to a truncated Y-Z curve (Fig. 1 IA) characterized by changes in CL The higher PAR exposure during the 10-d run and the retained sun-acclimated state of the metabolism-influenced cell contribute to a P-I curve with a constant (x and a higher photosynthetic rate for a range of saturating PAR values (Fig. 11B) . Also, although inhibition is present, the photosynthetic rates generally remain above 50% of the maximum possible rate. In agreement with the multicell case, metabolism-influenced orientation allows this cell to accumulate more similar amounts of photosynthate on successive days (Fig. 12B ) despite changes in environmental forcing. This result contrasts significantly with the greater day-to-day variability experienced by the taxis-directed cell (Fig. 12A ). These differences add up during the 10-d run so that the metabolism-influenced cell accumulates 1.6X the photosynthate of the taxis-directed cell in this example (Fig. 13) .
Discussi on
These compal-isons between taxis-directed and metabolism-influenced orientation demonstrate that cells capable of adjusting their position in the water column based on cellular metabolic state ;ue able to optimize their accumulation of photosynthate. The net effect for the population is that each cell more closel!l approaches the maximum production rate that is possible under the ambient environmental conditions. The metabolism-influenced orientation mechanism does not deny the existence of circadian rhythms. It only suggests that the rhythms beccme secondary to the other needs of the cell or are reset freqcently as environmental stress occurs in the life cycle of a ph:/toplankton cell. A major unanswered question, however, is whether dinoflagellate cells actually respond to enviror.mental conditions according to metabolic state or whether they more typically are slaves to programmed taxes. Kamykowski (1995) to support an interpretation of metabolic optimization, but the biochemical data required to interpret migration patterns generally are lacking (hut see Cullen 1985; Cullen et al. 1985) . The metabolism-influenced orientation used in the present biophysical models is based on mere proxies for possible changes in metabolic state. More dedicated laboratory observations and experiments are required to determine the full range of cellular control variables that are at least correlated and possibly causal to orientation preferences.
The benefits to be derived from understanding the reason -I001   0  24  48  72  96  120  144  168  192  216  240 ELAPSED TIME (h) Fig. 13 . Plots of cumulative net oxygen production against elapsed time as in Fig. 6 for a taxisdirected (lower curve) and a metabolism-influenced (upper curve) cell, each for a 10-d period.
behind orientation preference go beyond the mere generation of more refined models and elegant laboratory experiments. As one example appropriate to this volume, dinoflagellates often are the causative agents of harmful algal blooms (HABs). For the purpose of discussion, HABs often are divided into four distinct stages: initiation, growth, maintenance, and decline (Steidinger and Baden 1984) . In terms of initiation, metabolically influenced cell motility may determine how successfully cells move from sediment or water-column regions that support resting stages to water-column regions that support growth. Once in the growth water mass, metabolic physiological regulation of behavioral patterns can induce cells to move vertically or to maintain a chosen position in that water column in order to optimize photosynthesis and metabolism in support of cell division. Bloom decline may result when behavior no longer can compensate for the gradients (i.e. PAR, nutrients) in the growth environment that expand beyond the cell's ambit or for changes in the physical forcing. Villareal and Lipschultz (1995) discussed how internal nitrate concentration relates to the vertical migration of large nonmotile phytoplankton including the dinoflagellate Pyrocystis. Parallel but more extensive observations that include additional biochemical pools are needed on motile dinoflagellate populations exposed to natural environmental gradients in order to extend modeling results to field conditions.
